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INTRODUGTION

For nearly twenty years continuous-multifilament nylon has been the most
"common material in gillnets used in the Norwegian fisheries for cod and

saithe. In the last few years some fishermen hav~ started to use mono

filament gillncts end the ~nterest taken in these nets seems to be
incrcasing. In Europe monofilcment gillnets have up till now mainly been

• used in frcshwcter fisherics end in seIt\~etcr fisherics for salmon. In

other areas, particulerly in the Far ,Eest, they ere widely used in selt

water fisheries.

A few experiments comparing the fishing efficiency of monofilement gill

nets ~nd gillnets made of other types of synthetic fibres have been carried
out (e.g. Molin 1959, Steinberg 1964, Mey 1970). In most cases the results
implythet monofilement gillnets are superior to the other gillnets end

this is generally ascribcd to lower visibility of mono filament nets in the
-weter. Results of experimentel fishing for gadoids in the northeast

, Atlantic, however, have so far not been published.

Ganada, USA, and Ireland have forbidden the usa of mono filament gillnets

in their selmon fisheries, meinly because of too high fishing efficiencY.
In the IGNAF area renewal of monofilament nets is forbidden.

iud
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ThG spawning ~tock of Arcto-Nor\/~giQn cod ~s at prcscnt ut c low level '
end Norwegian euthorities would bG ceIeful to ellow new ond core efficient

gears to ba introduced to the fisheries for this stock. It was therefore
decided thot the Institute of t1arine Research should cerry out exrcri~ental

fishing in Lofoten during the spawning season 1974 to compare thG fishing. ,.. ,

efficiency~f monofilament ond m~ltifilament',gillnets. Monotwine gillnets
were also inclü~3d in the experiment. Statements from fishermen and others
implied thet apart from the fishing efficiency differences in the size of
the fish caught by the different net types might also b~ observed.

• f1ATERIAL AND METHODS . I,

•

Three types of material were used for the nets: Continuous-multifilament
nylon 210/12, nylon mono filament 14 (0.65 mm), and nylonmonotwine 5/3.
The basic characteristics of these materials as regard this experiment

are as foliows:

Monofilament is made of e single thin and nearlY,transparent w~re

which presumably gives a.low visibility in water.

Continuous multifilement is made by a number cf fibres spun into
a yarn. The yarn ~s usually colourcd and the visibilit/ in water
is obviously higher thon for the monofilement •

The monofilament is stiffer and more,elastic than multifiloment

yarn.

The monotwine consists of 0 number of mono filament wires (in this .
cese 3) which are twisted intoa twine. It is thicker than the
corresponding monofilement end the visibility in water i~ occordingly
higher, but probably less thon for the multifiloment. The twisting
reduces the elasticity•.

The single net units were 300 meshes long and 50 meshes deep. The mesh

size of the different m~terial~ was on,average (before and after use):.

Continuous-multifilament nylon: 94/96-mm. Nylon monofilament:

92.5/91 mrn. Nylon monotwine: 92/90 mm.
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ene half 0 f tnc u;1i-ts in the gilli10t settings \/GIe of continuous-multi fi1c
tr.ont nylon end one quar'ter each' of nylon r.:onofilcmcnt end r::onobdne.

It was ,uspccted thai: the -catch in addition "1:0 fishing efficiency of the

different net types, might be influcnced by the number of nets of the same.
type i~ sequence und also bythe position cf the nets in the setting and

relative "1:0 'che other types cf nets. To ensure that the experiment \...ould

give the best possible information about the influcnce of these factors,. ' ,

the sequence of units of different' materials in the setting was chosen by

the following procedure: The units of one material were assembled into
groups of different numbers. Each group was joined to thc 6orresponding

groups of the other materials to make up Iltriples" of n:monolilament units,
n monotwine units, end 2n multifilcmcnt units. The sequcnce'of materials

in the "triples" were the same throughout,the gi11net setting in order to
,mak~ sure that gr~ups of the same material were not 'joined. The sequence

of tho. "tripies" lIas clecided at random and "IOS chenged three times during

'Lhe experiment. The number of units used in the settings \JOS from 40 to

92. Table 1 shows the sequence used at the different stations during the

experiment. In addition, as orten as prcctically permissable, the position
of the setting relative to the main direction of the migration of the cod

was changed so that one end alternatively would be nearest to or farthest

eway from shore.

•

.J

T\'IO fishing boats were hired for the experiment: M/K "D jupesk jC3r" (64 ft.)

6 - 28 February end ~1/1< "Skarsjo" (62 ft.) 4 - 30 r·1arch. •

The gillnet settings made du ring the experiment are listed in Table 2

cnd chcrted on Fig. 1. The nets were always set by aaylight and hauled

in the morning before noon. In most ceses they were left for one night,
on five occesions for two nights, and twice for three nights.

Arecord was kept of the fish caught in each nct unit. All fish were

measured end ~n some cases otoliths were collected.

It should be kept in mind that this is a preli~inary presentation of the
experiment and that_a more thorough statistical analysis is needed to
discuss the results ct' full length.
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Th~ total catch during the experiment was 3437.cod, 436 saitllc, 27 redfishi
8 monks, 6 ling, 3 .t~sk, 2 haddock, 2 blue ling,l lumpsucker, 1 d~~fi~h ,~

and 1.ray. Obviou~ly, data on other'species than cod and saithe weretoo.·
scarce' to. dra,o( any conclusions from • . Of tho' saitho 19 immature;, specimens

« 50 cm) are loft out because of their small size and schooling behaviour.
The discussion in the following sections is thus basod on the catch of
3487,cod and 467 saitho.

For codand säithe total catches and catchper net unit of the three,
materials at each station aregiven in Table 2. 'As expqcted, there ~as

a'considerable:variation in the total catches. The ratlos between the
catches bynets.of differe~t materials at eech station are, however; mor~

consistent. In Tcble 3 these ratios are given for the different net
sequences used during the experiment (Teble 1) and for the experiment' as
a whole. The:ratios for cod are far more consistent thoughout the"
experiment than for saithe. This can, at least partly, be ascribed to
thci muchhigher number of cod caught.,

..t

For'cod:the mono filament netsgave the best.results, catching 26% more than
the mulitfilament nets end 3~~ more than the·monotwine nets. The·multifila
ment ~ets ccught 1~~ more then the monotwine nets. Judging by the subtotel
ratios,. these percentagcs, although.hardly ?ccurate, can be taken as a good

, .
'. indication of thetruc diffcrcnces in' fishing ef~iciency of cod between the

three materials during the experiment.

The ratios for saithe are consistent in so far as the monotwine nets gave
the best catches for all net scquences end the mono filament nets likewise
gave better results than the multifilament nets (Table 3). The scarce
material of saithe makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions. The
observed differences are, howevor, distinct and thoy probably place the,
material in correct order as regards fishing efficiency of saithe.

There are a number of factors that may have contributed to the observed

differences in'fishing efficiency. ~he number of nets of one material in
se~uence is apparentlyof some significance. The catch of:co~ per'net
unit at stations C 9 ~ 36·for·the.differbnt:numbers of nets in sequence is'
given'in'Table 4. Thestations.l -8'are not included beceuse all the

sequences were not· ~eprosonted)(Table 3):~~For'both mono~'.andmultifila-··
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ment nets th~ cctch rate uci; highcit for the m6dium l~ng sequcnces. This
is surprising, considering that thc multi filamont sequenccs \-lere tüice
es long cs tha corrcsponding : cequenccs of the other materials. Für
the,monot~inc nets thoro was a markcd drop in' ~atches with increasi~~

number ~f nets in ,~quence. It is possibic that,the observed vari6tio~s

i~ catch ra~e with lerigth o~the scquencc are ceused by pure chance; and
.~6 fcir'no oth~r ixplanati6n'hasbe~n found~

. . . ,. .

On average the highest catch rate was observed in the part 6f the gillnet.
s~ttin9 that was f~rthest away from shore. The ratio bitween the number ~

of fish caught per net unit in the "tripIe" neare~t to sh6ii and the
. .

number c:aught, in the "triple" farthest away from shore ~as f?l' ..·the to~al •
experiment 0.70 'for'cod end 0.96 for saithe. A probable explanation~f·the

. ,higher'cat~hes;of the outermost nets is that the settings on.average may ,
have'been located'~lightly nearer to shore th~n the äensestcöncentrations
of the cod which at the time weremigrating into the area.- The same "
distribution of, the,catches.might; however; bi the result'if the codthat ..
discovered the nets tcnded to turn right (or away from shore) and swim
olong the setting.until they got c:lear or were caught in one of the ether
nets~ In any case, the effect on the observed fishing efficienc:y of the '
'different materials for botn cod and saithe can be ignored because of'the
frequent turningof the gillnet setting relative to shore~

The'differences between the length frequonces of c~dand saithe caught by
the three materials were distinct end the pattern was similar for the two •
species. For the experiment as a whole'the,average lengths of the. fish
caught were:

Cod: Cont~-Multifil. Nylon: 94.29 cm
Nylon-Nonofilcment: 93.23 ..

Nylon-Monotwine: 89.75'"
Saithe: Cont.-Multifil.'Nylon: 86.39 ..

Nylon-Monofilament: ,86.09"
Nylon-Honotwine: 84.76 ..

The differences in mean length of the fish can hardly be explained by ,;
the observed-differ~nces in mesh size.The average length, especially of,
the.· cod, decreased during the experiment, hut the di fferences· in length "
frequericy between the fish caught by the.three!net types were consistent

end undoubtedly reflect different abilities ofthe netsin capturing t~~:" .
fish.

" ..".
". ",
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The fishing cfficiency af. tbc" nots r.:ay ce 'strc:lgly influe.,cod by' their ' .
selectivity~ Tho diffcr~nce b~tveen the mecn lcngths'of the cod 'caught:
by the 'mono- end multifilement ncts is, hONever, too small to havehad
any great influc.,ce on the observc~ difference in fishing efficiency,
whereas for monotwirie' the low mean lcngth' of cod in the, catches have un-". ..~ . .
doubtedly'c~used reduction i~ thc catch rate. The lcngth distribution of.
the exploited'stock may, howevei,' bc of great importanc~. Alow average
~ength of the catch might be ascribed eithcr to a low cat~h'rate of'biggei
fish or 0 high catch rate of smallcr fish or most likely a combination of"

both. If high catch rate of smallcr fish is the cause; then a' low average
length does not necessarily imply that thc catchcs will be small.compared

~ with other nets. The length distribution of the saithe ~res~nt in Lofoten
du~ing th~ ex~~riment is not known, but'i~ is ~uit~ possibld ~hat.. relati~ely
small fish were more common than indicated by the length distribution of. ,'.

the' captured saithe. I f the mean length of the saithe caUght hy inonotwine
ncts reflects a relativelY'high catch .rate of the smaller, saithe, this
may hav~ccused, at least part of the high total catch rate of saithefor',
monotwine riets.'

.'

"

•

The fishing efficiency of the nets is obviously alsoinfluenced by other
'f~c~or~. 'tha'n 'selectivity. The effec,t of 'low visibili ty cf the monofila~ .
ment nets in ~at~r cannot be.igriored.and might wcill be the explanation of

their relatively high fishing efficiency. The experiment was, however, not
I

designed to test this theory •

SUM~1ARY

From 6 February to 30 March 1974 during the spawning migration of Arcto
Norwegia~ cod, a fishing experiment with gillnets made from continuous
multi filament nylon, nylon monofilament, and nylon monotwine was carried
out in Lofoten~

The different types of nets were mixed into one gillnet setting comprising

from 40 to 90 single nets •.

The results for the total experiment ~~re that the·monofilament nets caught
26% more cod thon the multi filament "ets and 38% more thon the monotwine
nets. For saithe the monotwine ncts were the most and the multi filament

nets the least efficient. ..
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The average length of the cc~tured fish was slightly higher for the
multi filament t~an the ~onofilament ncts, whcreas the fish caught by
the monotwine nets were considerably smaller.

The selectivity of· the nets has ebviously to some extent influenced. ,

the ob~erved catch efficiency. The visibility of the nets in water
may;~hovover, offe~ the most likely explonation of the'diffe~ences

in catch efficiency.
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Table 1. Sequence of nets used at different stations.
N = Continuous-Multifilament Nylon, MF = Nylon Monofilament, MT = Nylon Monotwi~e.

p.

Station Sequence of nets
No.

/1-2
3-5
6-8
9-14

15-23
24-36

6N - 3MF - 3MT - 10N - 5MF - 5MT - 4N - 2MF - 2MT
6N - 3MF - 3MT - 10N - 5MF - 5MT - 4N - 2MF - 2MT - 14N - 7MF - 7MT
6N - 3MF 3MT -' 10N - 5MF - 5MT - 4N - 2MF - 2MT - 14N - 7MF - 7MT - 1N
4N - 2MF - 2MT - 6N - 3MF - 3MT - 12N - 6MF - 6MT - 10N - 5MF - 5MT - 14N - 7MF - 7MT

. '6MF - 6MT - 12N - 3MF - 3MT - 6N - 7MF - 7MT - 14N -,5MF - 5MT - 10N - 2MF - 2MT - 4N
'3MF- 3MT - 6N - 2MF - 2MT - 4N - 7MF - 7MT - 14N - 5MF - 5MT - 10N - 6MF - 6MT - 12N

., '

Total

No*

40
68

69
92
92

,92 ..-

• • a
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I , -....:.:: Teble 2. " Gillnct settings end c~tches during the comparative fishing experiment
" :' 1974. N Continuous-Hultifilament Nylon,

., lo. ~.- t in Lofoten in =
';'.

MF Monofilament Nylon', MT Monotwine.Nylon.= =
Fishing Cetch of cod Cetch of saithe

~tetion Fishing Date Posi Hon Hours Depth . No. of ncts ,Total No. per net Total No. per net:~ o. ' Venel N E Flshing (Fath.) , . N . l'lr ~:T No. N HF HT No. N Hf mI, .
"0 juposk jö2r" 6- 7/2 68°03' 13°58' 20 60 - 88 20 10 10 13 0.10 0.40 0.70 2 ' 0.20

1
2 7- 8/2 67°57' 13°47' 20 75 - 90 " 5 0.20 0.10 3 0.10 0.10
3 ' " 8- 9/2 67°59' 13°44' 21 60 - 72 34 17 17 31 0.29 1.06 0.18 9 0.00 0.18 0.29
4 .. 9-11/2 68°00' 13°43' 44 56 - 64 .. 47 0.74 0.88 0.41 25 0.29 0.53 0.35

68°01 ' 13°48' I5 .. 11-13/2 44 52 - 70 .. " 33 0.50 0.71 0.24 ;:4 0.68 1.35 1.65
6 .. 13-14/2 68°00' 13°47' 21 58 - 70 35 " 29 0.40 0.41 0.47 ' 71 0.63 1.06 1.82
7 .. 14-15/2 67°59' 13°44' 21 54 - 70 14 0.20 0.29 0.12 36 0.37 0.88 0.47.

" 15-16/2 68°00' 1304~' 20 55 - 68 65 1.03 1.24 0.53 19 0.12 0.47 0•.(1
8
9 " 18-19/2 68°00' 13°43' 17 55 • 65' 46 23 23 84 1.20 0.61 0.65 13 0.02 0.13 0.39

10 " 19-20/2 68°03' 14°05' 18 47 - 50 .. .. " 45 0.52 0.43 0.48 8 0.09 0.13 0.04
20-21/2 68°02' 14°03' ,.11 ..

20 45 - 60 .. .. 67 0.76 0.91 0.48 ,\ '8 0.04 0.13 0.13
12 .. 21-23/2 68°02' 14°02' 44 62 - 68 170 1.33 3.26 1.48 12 0.02 0.13 0.3513_ .. 23-26/2 68°04' 14°15' 67 56 - 67 .. .. 55 . 0.63 0.57 0.57 /10 0.13 0.3014 .. 27-28/2 68°16' 15°23' 20 54 - 70 " 98 0.93 1.48 0.91 1 0.0415 "Skorsj"" 4- 5/3 68°07' 14°30' 16 52 - 64 163 1.83 1.83 1.61 21 0~13 0.30 0.3516 5- 6/3 68°07' 14°29' 16 52 - 62 67 0.67 0:87 0.70 16 0.22 0.4817 6- 7/3 68°06' 14°24' 13 45 - 80 61 0.72 0.91 0.30 9 0.02 0.17 0.17le 7- fJ/J 68°07' 14°30' 14 70 - 75 22 0.22 0'.17 0.35 23 0.20 0.09 0.52I? " 8-11/3 68°07" 14°30' 69 62 - 65 " 69 0.91 0.78 0.39 .9 0.07 0.09 0.172:) .. 11-12/3 68°06' 14°01' , 12 60 .. " .. 172 1.48 2.30 2.22 1 - 0.04,
21 .. 12-13/3 68°03' 14°02' 13 45 - 50 .. 291 2.87 3.91 3.00 4 0,.04 0~04 0.04
~2 .. 13-14/3 68°05' 14°16' 19 40 - 60 .. .. .. 96 0.89 1.04 1.35 '2 0.02 0.04
23 .. 14-15/3 68°07' 14°30' 15 50 - 64 " 34 0.41 0.48 0.17 91 0~52 0.74 2.17
24 .. 15-16/3 68°05' 14°03' 12 35 (F) " 94 1.09 0.87 1.04 - f

25 .. 16-18/3 68°06' 14°05' 42 35 (F) .. 123 1.13.2.13 0.96 -26 " 18-19/3 68°04' 14°00' 15 44 - 50 " .. " 50 0.57 0.48 0.57..:
19-20/3 68°04'27 ..

14°00' 13 35 (F) , " .. 110 1.35 0.87 1.22
28 .. 20-21/3 68°06' 14002' 13 50 91 0.96 1.04 1.00 -29 " 21-22/3 68"04' 14"00' 12 35 (r) " .. .. 82 0.80 0.96 1.003. .. 22-23/3 68°04' 13°55' 17 40 - 45 " .. .. 75 0.78 0.39 1.3031 .. . 23-25/3 68°06' 14°07' 42 45 - 60 .. " 410 3.83 6.43 3.7432 25-26/3 "68°08' 14°06' 14 35 (F) .. 325 3.52 4.52 2.5733 " 26-27/3 ~8°07': 13°58' 13 40 - 42 " " 11 152 1.78 2.13 0.91 -,:14 .. 27-28/3 68°06' '14°03' 11 35 (F) ... I.. .. .. 127 1.48 1.48 1.0935 ..

28-2?/3 68°03' 14°05' 11 35 (F) 78 0.89 0.83 0.7836~"" " 29-30/3 68°06' 14°04' 12 35 (F) .. " .. 39 0.35 .0.52 0.48 -
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Table 3. Ratios between the 4Ihch in numbers by nets of differJlt material during the experiment. .,

N = Cont~nuous-Multifilament Nylon. HF = MonofilamentNylon. MT =Monotwine Nylon.

Station No.

1 - 8 9 - 14- 15 - 23 26, 28, 30, 24, 25, 27, 29,

31, 33 32, 34~ 36 TOTAL
(Floating net)

Cod:

MF(N 1.43 1.36 1.23 1.33 1.14 1.26

N/HT 1.35 1. 17 0.99 1.05 1.17 1.10

MF/MT 1.97 1.59 1.22 1.40 1.33 1.38

Saithe:

MT/N 2.40 7.00 4.89 3.46

MF/N 2.07 3.67 2.56 2.31

MT/t1F 1.16 1.91 1.91 1.50

Table 4. Catch of cod Fer net unit for the various numbers of nets of each material in sequence at

the stations 9 - 36.

Continuous-Multifilament Nylon Nylon
'.

Nylon . Monofilament r·1onotwine

No. of Catch No. of Catch No. of Catch
nets per net .nets per net /nets per net

4 0.91 2 1.43 2 1.29
6 1.23 3 1.51 3 1.23

10 1.40 5 1.69 5 1.05
12 1.12 6 1.45 6 1.'15
14 1.21 7 1.35 7 1.03


